
Foster City Residents for Responsible Development

Recipient: The City Council and Planning Commission of Foster City

Letter: Greetings,

We oppose any additional high-density residential units until all previously

approved construction projects are completed and we can evaluate their impact on

Foster City's overcrowded schools, traffic congestion, and limited potable water

resources.



Comments

Name Location Date Comment

Robert Cushman San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 The soul of Foster City is being sold for growth

Phyllis Moore Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Our schools are already overflowing, streets are jammed, we have another

1200 housing units being built.  Enough is enough at this point.  We need to

live with the effects of mass growth that prior councils supported before more

crowding is approved without addressing the existing infrastructure.

Lori Fineman Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 I oppose more construction until we see the impact of what is already being

built.  This is impacting our quality of life here in Foster city

Gretchen Kiser FOSTER CITY, CA 2014-11-17 The school cannot absorb more children and I already have to account for an

additional 10-15 minutes on my commute in the morning just to to "get out of"

Foster City.

Michelle Cabral Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Please no more building in Foster City until projects already underway are

finished.

Robert Nelson Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Mainly for two reasons: (1) traffic congestion that will be caused in a city whose

"terminal population limit" is being compromised/threatened; and (2) because

the increased number of school-age children cannot be accommodated in the

already overcrowded schools.

Debra Shaw San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 I oppose the projects

Peter Traugot San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 Enough is enough. Tell these developers to IMPROVE what they have and stop

being slum loads.

susan linkhorn Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 We MUST complete and occupy the already-approved housing and evaluate

the huge impact it will have on our city.

David (Miles) Goldstein Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 We already have far more new housing being built than we "need" for the next

20 years.  We have insufficient school rooms, insufficient water, and far too

much traffic already to support yet more housing units of any type.  Let's please

stop this madness while we absorb the several in-flight projects.

Zhenyu wang Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Hate traffic and noise, hence lower quality of my community

Larry Jacobs Redwood City, CA 2014-11-17 We need a school expansion before housing expansion.

Nina Aggarwal Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Overcrowding!! it seems so unfair our kids can't get into their district schools

due to the current issue.. more housing will not help this.

Jill Anderson Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Foster City does not have the infrastructure to support the additional influx of

people and cars.  Do not allow our lovely community to be exploited by greedy

developers, who couldn't care less about our quality of life.

Gabrielle de Magliane San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 I support a moratorium on all new housing projects in Foster City. Already

approved projects are turning this lovely town into a bedroom community. This

is NOT what residents who are paying the higher property taxes on individual

homes want. Let's defend our quality of life, and the market value of our

houses.

Thank you,

Marcus Littman Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Until we have additional educational resources placed on the table to address

the tremendous growth of the residential population in FC, I am strongly

opposed to any additional housing being built. Our schools are already

overcrowded, and there are currently no approved plans to build new or

expand the existing elementary and middle schools to accommodate new

families.



Name Location Date Comment

Tammi Aaker Plante San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 There is a great deal of current development that requires completion and

evaluation before additional projects should be approved.

Maria Pietsch Rocklin, CA 2014-11-17 I lived in Foster City for 29.5 years. (1975-2005) The city must have being

doing things right. Both my children (born and raised in Foster City) currently

own homes in Foster City and one has children of his own. They want the

same experiences they had for their families. It's why they are still their. The

impact of more housing is going to change the dynamics of a beautiful city and

not for the better.

Carolyn Bunje San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 I oppose any more building projects in our town until the many, presently

approved and started, are completed.

Donna Washburn Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 I have lived in FC since I moved to CA in 1997.  The small town feeling that it

had is one of the things that drew us there.  Now... with all the over building, the

schools are terribly over crowded and the traffic on Hillsdale (especially in the

evening commute) is that of a much larger town.  Let's try to maintain the

charm of this town and stop building without regard to the residents already

here.

Jeanette Carter FC, CA 2014-11-17 This is absurd!!  The high density that is already being built is a disgrace to FC.

And now you expect our nice little town to be able to support the traffic &

school students that this new project will incur?!  Is everyone out of their

minds?!!!!

Неатерина Grodnensky San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 I'm signing to say NO to any new building at eage water and E Hillsdale Blv

location!

James Odell Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 I'm opposed to additional high-density residential units until we can figure out

how to reduce congestion in our schools.

rod stewart foster city, CA 2014-11-17 Too much too fast.  Planning is about the future.  Lets find out what our present

is before adding more future.

Aileen Catanzarita Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 It was VERY clear at the October meeting that the people of Foster City have a

great deal of opposition to new developments because of the negative impact

new growth is having on our community.

Marilyn Canon Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 This is important to me because I live in Foster City.  I grew up in a Chicago

apartment building and I do not want to have my community surrounded by

numerous apartments.

Susan Washburn Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 This really needs to come to an end, the amount of apartment complexes in

Foster City is baffling and none of them are even at full capacity!! Why build

more when so many are empty?? It's ridiculous.

Jewgo Min San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 What part of the 13 Oct 2014 Foster City Council Special Meeting don't these

developers understand?  Even my dog understnads perfectly that we don't

want any more traffic gridlock, elbow to elbow kids in school, more water

rationing,  living, if you can call it living, stacked upon each other, and generally

making our first class city into a third world non-city.

Jon Miller Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 No more new housing projects should be approved until all those currently

under construction are completed and their effects of school, traffic, quality of

life, etc. are assessed. That is the prudent thing to do. These developers won't

go away. In the future, if the City decides to allow more housing to be built, the

City will see developers lined up at the door of City Hall.

Karen Tunnell Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 We don't need more housing at this time considering all the building

developments at Trton and E. Hillsdale. We have not solved our school

problem, water problems will not improve for several years, if at all. In addition,

more apartments is slowly turning this into a community of people who have no

vested interest in the quality of life in our tow.



Name Location Date Comment

Diane Phillips San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 Enough already. It is almost impossible to get out of here in the morning. I

MIGHT feel differently, if there was an exit at the southern end of the city. I'm

tired of school bonds due to overcrowding and then add in more residents who

have kids but because they are renters, don't pay property tax directly.

Diane Robertson Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 I want a "wait and see period with current construction to see the effect before

deciding on new house.

Wayne Bayliff Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Foster City is rapidly becoming congested city.

Gayle FLanagan Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 I don't like all the new high density units I'm seeing going up and the high

density traffic these new residents are causing.

Mary Ann Sorensen Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 Traffic congestion, water consumption, overcrowded schools

Nancy Feldstein Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 I am against more high density housing. We need to slow down and look at the

long term ramifications of increased traffic, overcrowded schools, less drinkable

water, more pollution. When we get more public transportation and can work

with the City of San Mateo on regarding the impact on traffic, schools, medical

facilities, police, fire response times and other Quality of Life issues that have

been touted by the City of Foster City since it 's inception.

Connie Vial Foster City, CA 2014-11-17 I am signing it because I do not want any more new apartments until the traffic

gridlock , school over crowding and water shortage issues are

resolved .

Foster City can't afford any more people!

Philip Chang Foster city, CA 2014-11-17 The water and sewer charge will going up, which is already high, due to

increase population. City will definitely use this excuse to rise the charge. 

Nancy Charlow San Mateo, CA 2014-11-17 I teach in Foster city. We can not accommodate more kids

Amy Bergstrom Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I'm signing because my family and I are saddened by what Foster City is

turning into....a HUGE, overpopulated, not quaint anymore city!!

We moved here because the community was small and close knit, now it's

getting out of control with to many people, traffic and very worst of all our

schools are completely overcrowded. So SAD and angry about this!

Steve Gajewski San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 The schools are full in FC already the last thing we need is more kids with no

school places for them.

Monica Smith San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 Hillsdale can not withstand any more traffic. It takes 30 minutes to get from El

Camino into foster city from 5-7 at night

Joanne Becker San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 I am opposed to any additional high density housing at this point in the

process.

Sari Spector Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Foster City has no more room for MORE housing.  ENOUGH!!!!!

Wei You Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Stop building

Jadelyn Chang San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 No more housing!  Schools need to be a priority for the City of Foster City!

Laura Zhu Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Please, no more housing units!

Suzanne lawer foster city, CA 2014-11-18 I don't think that there should be any more new housing construction in Foster

City or San Mateo.  Our roads are congested and there's no room to build

more.  And we definitely don't want anyone building up.  We need responsible

remodeling and rebuilding.  No high-density building.

Wei Xiao San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 The traffic is already very congested. Stopping building high density

residences.

Sharon Schwartz Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We need to evaluate crowding of schools and roads of current projects before

allowing new construction of residential units.



Name Location Date Comment

Alan Lee Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Please! No more! Why do we need to keep building?

Kim Piper Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I don't want foster city to become a "big" city.  There is already too much traffic

and no space in schools!

Amit Khare thousand oaks, CA 2014-11-18 I want my city to remain vibrant and beautiful

michell salamanca San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 I'm signing because I oppose additional high density residential units until all

previously approved construction projects are complete and lived in. Time will

allow the city to evaluate the new growth and impact on Foster City's

overcrowded schools, traffic patterns and congestion and water usage.

Seth Goldberg Santa Clara, CA 2014-11-18 Because our infrastructure is maxed out already.  We cannot handle more load

without first upgrading the infrastructure, especially schools.

David Johnson Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 The development of additional housing units is against the interests of existing

residents (for all the reasons cited), and will do nothing to lower housing costs,

because not enough units will be constructed, and density will be insufficient.

The Bay Area needs millions of units of high density housing for residents who

will not own cars, who could use the transit options provided by employers

(Google buses) or live on campuses integrated with these campuses.  New

housing in the Bay Area should be rushed to market in vast numbers, but only

in concentrated car free areas, regionally coordinated, in high-rise urban

densities where individual car-ownership is banned.  This is the only way not to

become Los Angeles.  Everything else should be opposed, and a regional

solution is the only way forward.

Deno Milano Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I'm tired of the congestion

Inna Zatulovsky Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 It is already impossible to get out from Foster City in case of the earthquake or

an accident. Let's not make it worth.

Nancy Gordon Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I wish to see that retailers fill the two uncompleted and one completed complex

prior to adding another complex

Eva Corral Foster city, CA 2014-11-18 Overcrowded, schools impacted, diminishing reason why we moved here!!!

Efim Gelfand Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Adverse effect of the housing, schools and trafic

Marianna Sefanov Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Additional high-density residential units will have negative affect on our traffic,

schools ( where even now not enough places for kids from Foster City) and our

day to day life. I live in Foster City for over 28 years. My 3 children grow up

here and I don't wont to see our quality of life to decline. We will be forced to

move out from Foster City as many other families. Please, try to save Foster

City!

Michelle Ahlstrom Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 we do not have room for any more apartments. Until we can build more schools

or put more thoroughfares for the traffic, it does not make sense to add more

housing!!!

Loni Ye South San Francisco, CA 2014-11-18 I treasure the right balance of housing and public space in Foster City, and I

belief tipping the balance will destroy the appeal of our city.

Felix Scherbin Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Overcrowded schools, traffic congestion, and limited potable water resources.

Diana Scherbin Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 To keep the right balance of housing and the city's public places and public

services

Martine Godfroy-Cooper Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Traffic congestion is already a big concern, which has a deleterious effect on

the expected life style Foster City is offering. Furthermore, the level and quality

of public resources (school, stores) is already quite limited and will also suffer

from a trade-off between public facilities and housing

Yelena Sandler Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Very concerned



Name Location Date Comment

Joseph Pavao Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We continue to get more and more congested in Foster city, our schools are

reaching very low levels of teach to student ratio's and CA's budget keeps

cutting out more and more activities for our kids.

Yevgenia Volchegursky San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 traffic congestion, it's the huge problem already to get in/out FC going to work

and back

Aurora Tolentino San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 To preserve the quality of life in Foster City.

Sanjay Hegde Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Foster City Schools and Roads are already congested. It doesn't make sense

to add more residential units at this time.

varda levy foster city, CA 2014-11-18 The traffic during rush hour is horrific. The schools ate at their capacity! No

more housing

Allene Ball Foster city, CA 2014-11-18 The actions speak for themselves...

Vladimir Gorbis Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We need more small businesses in Foster City, not residential housing.

Akiko Koide Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We need to solve traffic and school issue first before increasing residents in

foster city.

Manolete Concepcion Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Overcrowding

Mary Ellen Noonan Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We need to protect our City from overcrowding & traffic .congestion

Elaine Fein Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Traffic congestion is already bad. In case of a catastrophe such as an

earthquake, it will become impossible for the residents to get out of town if

more units are built bringing in more people into Foster City.

Alison LeBlanc San Diego, CA 2014-11-18 I am signing this petition because I do not want any more high-density housing

built in Foster City.

Lisa Craft Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We don't need any more new buildings in Foster City, thank you.

Bonnie Radojevich Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Enough is enough. Do you want to turn us into a crowded San Mateo?  How

many rental apartments do you think we need? You should be ashamed of

yourselves for approving that monstrosity at the corner of Hillsdale and Foster

City Blvd.  What caliber of people live in apartments overlooking a gas station?

You are ruining Foster City.  NO MORE APARTMENTS.   How about asking

Harbor Cove to modernize the hundreds of apartments they already have.

They are looking pretty dated.

Joe Holmes Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I hate these new apartment's!  they're making Foster City look cheap, and we

`cannot` sustain this growth...

Erika Rojas Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I oppose any additional residential units. We need to look into more schools

and no more housing.

Georgina Manning Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Overcrowding

Dmitry Koltun Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Impact on schools, traffic, overcrowding, even parking is tough these days!

Pengfei Cheng San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 There's no more spaces for extra students in Foster City. Please stop any new

construction.

Abhay Kumar Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 The time it takes to get through the long line into the East Hillsdale exit these

days is as long as it used to take to make the trip all the way to Audubon

Elementary for a pickup as recently as two years ago. You need to take into

account the ability of the existing infrastructure to handle what appears to be a

rabid rash of unabated construction of high density buildings.

Shirley Rohe Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Traffic & water

Lance Ichikawa Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Foster City doesn't have enough water...



Name Location Date Comment

bokai xia foste city, CA 2014-11-18 Stop being too greedy! A few rich people and the city itself want to make more

money at the cost of vast majority Foster City residents who will suffer

tremendously from traffic congestion,  lower school quality.

Barry Griest Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 More high-density housing will worsen the already noticeable, undesirable

effects of too many cars and not enough school capacity.

carole larsen Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Foster city does not need more people. Once considered a safe area, it will

turn to overcrowding which will hinder the quietness and tranquility of a small

community.

Ling Zhang Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Traffic & water is a big concern!

Kyle Sun San Francisco, CA 2014-11-18 Please solve the school/traffic/water problem before permitting any new

residential units

Anna Lee San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 overcrowded of schools for our kids.

John Frye Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We don't need more traffic and we certainly don't need more stress on our

already over crowded schools.

Robert Lee San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 Traffic out of Foster City is already horrid during rush hour and our schools are

at over capacity as it is.

Archana Koul Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I am signing as it is going to overcrowd this city and also there will be a huge

fight getting our kids enrolled in schools

Anatoly Volchegursky Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 traffic congestion and quality of life

Sudip Chattopadhyay Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Foster City cannot take any more new dense housing. Traffic and schools are

the main concerns.

Woon Chan Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I oppose any additional high density residential units until all previously

approved construction projects are completed to evaluate the impact on the

schools, traffic congestion and the residents' quality of life

Shengle Lin Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Too much traffic!!!

lillian manuel Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Enough Density/Greed--

What was FC meant to be?

A comfortable life style on a lovely area with neighbors enjoying/appreciating

each other-Not gross development to

enrich the developers.

Donot let it happen!

Hongbing Zhang Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I oppose any high density homes since foster city is badly crowded.

Susan Hoo San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 Traffic and school over crowding

Dina Pitchkhadze San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 Impact our schools

Jennifer Lo San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 I oppose further construction of residential units in Foster City. As it is, our

schools are overcrowded.  It's irresponsible to approve any further residential

projects without enhancing the infrastructure to support the demands.

Coral Starobin Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 There is enough traffic in this city. Today at 7:15am it took me 15 minutes to get

on the freeway. Ambulances will not be able to get in or out of the city in peak

traffic times. That could be your mother, father , sister, brother , daughter etc in

that emergency vehicle. Think about it!

Ria Mulvaney San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 NO more new/additional housing in Foster City..

NO MORE TRAFFIC ON OUR Foster City ROADS!!!!!       SOLVE the traffic

nightmare...

Harbor Cove needs to update the apartments that they do have - not add

more..

Jimmy Hou Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I don't want Foster City to be more crowded.



Name Location Date Comment

Yang Wang Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Already crowded in Foster City.

Christine Sarmiento Daly City, CA 2014-11-18 I love the solemnity of foster city. 

It feels so at ease even when you just passed by, and I always go biking and

visit my friends..

Lars Larsen Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Enough is enough

Patricia Courtney Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 The traffic conditions in FC are terrible as it is.

The schools are already at their limit.

Enough already!

Jessica Morales Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We don't have the resources in place to support more housing.

peggy brady foster city, CA 2014-11-18 I'm against more housing -- in a planned community.  We already have

overcrowded schools and traffic congestion and limited water resources.

Raji Sreehari Foster city, CA 2014-11-18 Resolve existing over-crowding problems in schools and road before even

thinking of adding more residential units.

Noam Kedem Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Please do not even consider any new housing in Foster City until the San

Mateo / FC school district overcrowding, city exit/entry & roads congestion, and

infrastructure aging issues are addressed for the welfare of the city.

Mitch Drangle San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 I agree with the petition

Michelle Booth Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I am disappointed that the city continues to engage in any further discussions

that involve additional housing in our wonderful town.  We can only preserve

the way of life we all value here by keeping the population down.

Bruce Mork foster city, CA 2014-11-18 Traffic overburdening hillsdale at commute hour now!

Kang Hu Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Please keep our kids safe! No more high density housing, no more traffic!

Eve Visconti Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 NO MORE high-density housing in Foster City. The infastructure can't take it!

Traffic, schools, water, quality of life!

Jeremy Chai Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I live in Foster City, and impacting the schools with more kids will not do any

good.

Karl Steinbrecher San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 Already overloaded

Sita Motipara San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 Current traffic and school enrollment already have exceeded the capacities that

the City can handle. Any more residential development will only worsen the

conditions with no possibility for reversal. Let us not punish this small and

lovable City and it's long time residents with unbearable headaches of the big

Cities. No more new residential additions and developments.

Randy Lee San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 I don't want anymore units in Foster City.   I am already very upset about the

current construction.

Gary Jew Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We need shopping and restaurants still.

Grover Davis Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 The City is getting over crowded, schools,and traffic.

Frieda Genauer San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 I agree that there is too much construction going on. More than I've

experienced during my 17 years living in foster city.

La Donna Ford Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 Schools are ridiculously overcrowded, traffic congestion at Edgewater/Hilladale

is already crowded with pedestrians running across Edgewater to their cars

outside of crosswalks.

Tina Marie San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 We oppose any additional high-density residential units until all previously

approved construction projects are completed and we can evaluate their impact

on Foster City's overcrowded schools, traffic congestion, and limited potable

water resources.



Name Location Date Comment

Kurinji Kannan San Mateo, CA 2014-11-18 I believe too many high density residential units cannot deplete natural

resources like water and air.

Helena Silva Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 To avoid overcrowded school and traffic jam in our city.

LAN Jiang Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 I am very concerned about the ongoing construction and their impact on the

issues Foster City already facing such as over crowded school, safety, water

consumption, quality of life, housing value etc.  I do not want to see it turn into

a circus.

Katherine Yang Foster City, CA 2014-11-18 We need to take a comprehensive look at the impact of the construction

already underway before any new housing is added.

Norm Schmidt San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 There are already too many high density residential projects underway.

MARTHA MELTON FOSTER CITY, CA 2014-11-19 TRAFFIC, SCHOOLS OVER CROWDED

Elizabeth Allen Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 The time has come for a moritoroum

On building any more housing in Foster City

Deborah Wagner Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I am opposed to any additional high density residential units in Foster City until

all approved construction projects are completed and the impact on Foster City

has been analyzed.

Timothy Goll Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 We do not need any more problems that new housing will create.  We still do

not have the traffic, water, school, and commercial problems solved.

Mike Cabral Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 This was a planned city for the original build-out.  The city never built a high

school (as planned) and has roadways and a water supply that is not able to

support additional build-out.

Aparajitha Ravi Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Additional housing will create more traffic congestion and schools will get

degraded

David Berryman Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 There are ALREADY too many people in Foster City! The quality of life is

rapidly deteriorating. It now takes 20-30 minutes to drive across town at rush

hour. This is unacceptable. Building must stop.

Joanne Rayner Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I am signing because there is too much additional apt building being proposed.

We are overcrowded as it is.

Amir chaudry Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I love my city and this over crowding is going to over tax the resources

Mark Carpenter Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 it already takes me an hour to get home and our schools are too crowded

already

Jesse Christiansen Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I live very close by, and I dont think anyone would be happy about this.

Scott Miles Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Echoing other comments, traffic is already becoming unbearable and will only

get worse with more development.   The negative effect on schools and

resources is without question.  Whenever I drive by that new monstrosity at

Beach Park and FC Blvd, my stomach twists.   How big is that thing going to

get??

Debbie Corazzelli Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 If I want to live in Santana Row, I will move there. I came to Foster City

because it is serene, beautiful, and USED to be easy to live in. Please stop

trying to make it like every other over-populated city in the Bay Area.

selwyn wener Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 overcrowding will result in a lower quality of living here.

Candyce Amaya Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Foster City has wonderful schools and is a great community.  More housing

would impact both these aspects.  Unless you propose to include additional

schools and another way in/out of Foster City, we cannot handle more

residents.

Stephen Baker Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Enough is enough.



Name Location Date Comment

Jeri Blatt Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Foster City is overcrowded now. I live in neighborhood 1 and can't believe the

huge building being erected. We tried to stop this building with no success. The

traffic will be unbearable when this building is completed. Not to mention the

obvious; schools impacted, resources impacted, police and fire department

impacted. Please - no more building!

Heidi Berens Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 This is important to me because I live in Foster City and do not want to see it

ruined.  Enough already - seems like a crock when residents were told the City

was building on the LAST 15 acres of property.  Guess the City didn't want to

mention the tear downs that would be replaced with structures 4 times as big.

Those structures were torn down and replaced with housing in a city that

cannot support the additional people. How about putting in services for the

people who live here already? Or do you want us to go to other cities to shop

and eat?

Alexander Oddo FOSTER CITY, CA 2014-11-19 I oppose any new housing developments in Foster City because we have so

much development already in progress that we have yet to digest.

Kathryn Allen Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I oppose any new high density housing projects noir traffic our schools and our

community can't handle any more.

Alexander Bootman San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 I agree with the statement

Susan May Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Foster City has limited resources and the schools are already overcrowded,

even before these  units under construction are ready for occupancy.

Chao Wang FOSTER CITY, CA 2014-11-19 School and traffic are main reasons

Irene Miller San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 I don't want any more housing growth

Linda L Davis San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 Too much traffic and impact on schools already!

Ellen Bona Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Let's wait and see the impact of the development under construction now.

Susan Cleaver Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 We are turning our lovely community into another congested city.

Leland R. Smith Smith Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Congestion,crowded schools,getting I. And out of Foster city...too many cars

our city was not intended for this when we moved here in 1967.

narayanan kallingal Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Vertical growth in Foster City is just not palatable; the high traffic pain is already

very apparent. It takes more than 12 minutes to get to hwy 101 - which used to

take less than 5 min. It is simply not acceptable

Isabel Orphanopoulos Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Overcrowded City, traffic congestion

Barbara Milligan Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I believe there is currently a good balance of housing, schools, retail, and

services in Foster City, and we need to be cautious in how we plan for any new

development.

Vieta Rosenberg Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Already we have multiple construction project with unmeasured effect on our

community.  The schools are overcrowded and quality of education is eroding.

This alone will lead to decline in value of all property in Foster City.  Foster City

has no high school and thousands of high school students commute each day,

together with working residents, clogging the only 2 available arteries from/to

Foster City.  And we are building MORE HOUSING?!  We must be on a

mission to degrade quality of life in this town!

Virginia Go Foster city, CA 2014-11-19 Water shortage problems, more traffic congestion, safety issues, overcrwoding

with schools, cause too many problems

Bev Saylor San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 There is already too much traffic and not much has been done too safely allow

pedestrians to cross Edgewater, Beach,Park Blvd without having to walk a mile

to find a crosswalk or signal.

Schools are over crowded, parking is problematic. Foster City is already

overbuilt.



Name Location Date Comment

ashok manthina foster city, CA 2014-11-19 Foster City is already congested.

Amelia Hollingsworth Millbrae, CA 2014-11-19 I am a teacher in Foster City and worry about overcrowding in our schools.

Meiling Wong-Bond Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Traffic congestion, not enough schools, higher rate of crime, ugly pancake

dwellings, not enough parking space for shoppers at the Edgewater center, for

every one apt/condo there will be at least 2 cars per unit.  No parking for

visitors.  The beauty of the lagoons will be limited due to structures. More

police force/hiring will be needed. This beautiful city will turn into a mini New

York.  most concern is not enough roads/streets leaving FC in case of

emergency..or coming into FC..101 and 92 will be extremely congested.

Kim Lloyd Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I love Foster City because it's a small town, but it's not looking that way any

more, and further development will destroy what makes our city so special.

Please stop the any further development. We don't need to be any bigger than

we already are, our schools are impacted right now, traffic is very congested,

and I'm starting to lose the feel for what I loved when we moved here 17 yrs

ago.

Nancy Fulton San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 I fear we are overbuilding at this time in Foster City.

Deepak Chudasama Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Being a 22 year resident of Foster City, leave the City alone!!! NO MORE NEW

CONSTRUCTION!!! It is getting bad with traffic, parking etc. to the City

Councillors stop being greedy and stop considering any new construction. The

quality of life for the residents is beginning to suffer. This was a nice community

stop ruining it.

Pradeep Gomes Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Adverse Effects of High-Density Housing on Foster City:

1.  Schools:  Adds to our already overcrowded schools.

2.  Traffic:  Increases traffic congestion and safety concerns.

3.  Water:  Exacerbates our potable water shortage.

4.  Quality of Life:  Diminishes the charm that makes Foster City the envy of the

Bay Area.

Colleen Daniels Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 This greedy developer's plan will ruin our quality of life by adding more traffic,

longer shopping lines, less parking, overcrowded schools, and other such

problems.  Enough!

Yiming Zhong San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 No more high density housing, enough is enough.

Walter Rick Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 It will effect our property values at Isle Cove, increase traffic and put added

strain on our schools.

Hend Bunni Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Don't want the project to go through

Will Loomis Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 My main concern is the impact these new projects have on our limited potable

water resources.  The City has already indicated that it will place future water

restrictions on HOAs.  Why add more units while cutting back on existing

home-owners' water rights?

Nancy Greenberg Foster City,, CA 2014-11-19 I am very concerned about the impact on our schools. We turned down the

measure to expand Bowditch Middle School to alleviate overcrowding but by

continuing to build we are further exacerbating the situation. Families want to

move here because of the quality of our schools. We are on the verge of

creating an untenable situation.

Jeffrey Sachs Foster city, CA 2014-11-19 The quality of life is being ruined by population expansion in Foster City!  With

only three exits and a very limited amount of space, every addition of high

density housing deteriorates living conditions for us all.



Name Location Date Comment

Jj Zhang Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Save our community!

Carolyn Moriarty Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Traffic and school overcrowding concerns

Joe and Houda Obegi Foster- city, CA 2014-11-19 Too much populations and traffic

Daisy Chan San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 We don't want to make Edgewater more congested on traffic.  Current school

may not accommodate more students.

Connie Ulasewicz Foster City, CA, CA 2014-11-19 This is important to me because of how we are deviating from the Master Plan

for our city, adding more housing, high density residential units, without a

comprehensive evaluation on their impact to the local environment including

schools, traffic, parks, and general congestion of the area. As a citizen of

Foster City, the need for the additional housing and people has not been fully

explained or qualified. Thank you.

Fe Casher Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 This is a relatively SMALL city. Let us please stop congesting and expanding it

beyond our capacity to provide quality schools to our children, safe traffic,

adequate water resources for our residents. Thank you.

John Ferlin Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Overcrowding and traffic problems

Marie and steve Pollak Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Our streets are already too congested, our schools are over populated.  In an

emergency  we would be hard pressed to evacuate the area as it is now.  Was

it not just last year that we were all trying to get children to school and/ or get to

work when there was a major traffic blockage due to an accident?  It took

almost an hour to get out of here.

Foster city simply cannot expand in population or traffic.  It would be completely

unsafe!!

Roger Cutler Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Who is going to pay for schools?

Who is going to pay forUpkeep incl. roads sewer ,pumps?

How are we ever going to get out of the city with all the extra cars?

here is the next grocery store located?

Route 92 and East Hillsdale blvd. are already bulging.

What does it do with our enviralmental   impact on our city

Nancy Stanton Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 loss of the initial city blue print and feel of open space we all love and moved

her for.  Traffic/people congestion, water

Stanley Pond Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Quality of life in Foster City, particularly traffic and schools.

Katrin Kaukull Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 My daughter goes to Bowditch. It's way overcrowded. Try to get to Foster City

from Hwy. 101 after work. It did not used to be that way.

Nancy Fulton Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Dennis C. Fulton

Sandra Kay San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 We need to know what impact there will be on our city before going ahead with

ANY Further approvals for any residential additions.  Our quality of life is

potentially on the line!!  No new housing of any kind for now!

Ann forman Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I oppose additional units to be built.

ROBERT ALEGRIA FOSTER CITY, CA 2014-11-19 WE DON'T NEED MORE TRAFFIC AND MORE PEOPLE.

Susan Merport San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 I am opposed to any more new housing in Foster City.  Traffic is already

difficult.

Aaron Williams San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 There are far too many developments in progress as it is right now. Overly

saturating the market will only drive down current property values and produce

more traffic.

veronika Santamaria Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 We already have open housing.  Our streets and schools are crowded enough.

Foster City is already losing it's small town feel.



Name Location Date Comment

Valerie Liberty Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 We'll never be able to get out of Foster City in the event of an emergency if you

add more folks to our roads. Please be responsible and protect our citizens.

Simona Voskoboynik Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Already overcrowded schools, traffic congestion and loss of the "small town"

feel.

Yonggang Qin Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 Strongly oppose any additional high density residential units.

Kalyani Mohanraman San Mateo, CA 2014-11-19 I live in foster city and considering the over crowding in the city affecting school

traffic and quality of life want to oppose by signing the petition

paul nieberding foster city, CA 2014-11-19 Traffic and Schools are a PROBLEM

Mary Ellen Huber Foster City, CA 2014-11-19 I hate the in-crease of traffic and

the impact on the school for more

population..

Isabelle  Bushman Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 The increased traffic and lack of space in the schools need to be considered.

Dharti Kothari Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 I do want overcrowding of school and do not want to pay for adding extra

classroom. City planner & builders should build new classrooms first.

Sheila Lederer Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 Traffic will be impacted .Schools will be overcrowded.

Julie Mamis San Mateo, CA 2014-11-20 I'm signing because we must address school overcrowding and existing traffic

issues before we add more housing.

I am also concerned that housing developments must also include below

market rate housing so that everyone continues to be able to live in our

community.

Linda Attell Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 Foster City is too conjested as it is and we don't need any more apartment

buildings. Our schools can not accommodate more children.

Whitney Zobac Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 No more housing!!!

Elaine Rachko Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 Schools are already too crowded.  Traffic in an out is terrible.  Parking is also a

significant challenge.  Quality of life will be effected for those of us who already

own here.

Jennifer Lo Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 I'm against this project.  It's irresponsible to add more residential units without

improving the infrastructure that's needed to support the additional demand.

Our schools are over crowded as it is.

Mukul Mittal Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 This will severely impact my living. Street parking is already not available on

Edgewater in front of Harbor Cove.

Meenakshi Mittal Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 I am strongly opposed to the idea of more housing in the proposed plan.

I live on the street on Edgewater Blvd,there is already a lot of cars and

pollution.

With the increased housing, there will be more of traffic on the

streets,congested schools with limited availability to local schools.

Foster city will not the remain the pristine city which the earlier developers

would have dreamt of.

Marina Afanasieff Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 This overpopulation & overcrowding needs to stop! These developers are crazy

& greedy! The traffic just to get to San Mateo & back is ludicrous!  It's

nightmarish!  What will happen if & when there's a big earthquake or

something?  We are built on water!  No more housing/people please!!!

William Fried Foster City, CA 2014-11-20 This is a case of the pig and the python.  The python is Foster City, and the pig

is high-density residential development.  The python needs to fully digest the

pig before even considering another meal.



Name Location Date Comment

Ronald Haywood San Mateo, CA 2014-11-20 Foster City is a great place to live.  Let's keep it that way but stopping the

crowding.

Thanks.

Shelley Keefe Foster City, CA 2014-11-21 It was clear at the council meeting that the developers, who probably never set

foot in FC, expect to make multiple millions of dollars on such projects. In

relation to that, the city makes some money and the residents put up with all

the disadvantages. Is that kind of city we want?

Xiomara Ohira San Mateo, CA 2014-11-21 I don not want anymore residential units being built and causing overcrowding

and traffic. It's bad enough as it is.

Denise Spisak San Mateo, CA 2014-11-21 Traffic is already a mess at rush hour which used to be 5:00pm but is getting

earlier all the time. Backed up at 3:30pm? What are the City Fathers thinking?

What happened to the Foster City we once knew...open, uncomplicated,

friendly. Stop the overpopulation; stop the insanity!

Matt Gowdy Foster City, CA 2014-11-21 we need solutions to our traffic and school overcrowding issues and assess the

impacts of approved projects before permitting any new large housing projects

in Foster City.

Hui Chen Foster City, CA 2014-11-21 horrible traffic

Barbara Crandall Foster city, CA 2014-11-21 To much traffic

sandra albhrin Foster City, CA 2014-11-21 Don't ruin foster City. No for traffic and No for impact on school

Julianne Tjan San Mateo, CA 2014-11-21 Oppose further development. Overpopulation occurring too fast..  Let's take

time to plan for the long term and not just focus on the short term.

Dina Jabri Foster city, CA 2014-11-21 Traffic and Schools issues..

Betty Mark Foster City, CA 2014-11-21 Already too much traffic and congestion.

SAL CENSOPRANO San Mateo, CA 2014-11-22 Council put moratorium on new housing . Lets wait and see after all current

projects are completed what impact new housing will have

Thuc Dam San Mateo, CA 2014-11-22 There are ~1000 new residential units being built as of this moment in Foster

City.  My two son's classes are maxed out and so are all the other classrooms

of the same grades.  Some one at the Foster City Council is making some very

poor decisions for the city, but may be beneficial to developers!  We need to

correct these lapses in judgement.

robin fife Foster City, CA 2014-11-22 It is totally ruining the landscape of Foster City to have these high density

residential units, and Edgewater Shopping Center is one of the few wonderful

places where we can eat and sit along the water.  The beauty of our city is at

stake.

Vickie Vance Foster city, CA 2014-11-23 We don't need more housing

Jessica Archibald San Mateo, CA 2014-11-23 We have plenty of housing in FC! Leta renovate what we have without adding

additional congestion, people, water usage and overcrowding at our schools.

Lisa Azzopardi Foster City, CA 2014-11-23 I would like to see an environmental report that suggest ANY additional high-

density residential units would benefit the residents of  Foster City.

sally stevens foster city, CA 2014-11-23 Traffic impact

Helen Doeschl San Mateo, CA 2014-11-24 I oppose to any new housing development in Foster City. The city is over

crowded, traffic is very congested.

Barbara Rosenberg Foster City, CA 2014-11-24 I do not want any more traffic congestion in FC.

David Green San Mateo, CA 2014-11-26 The city council has gotten out of hand in building unneeded apartments that

will only cause more traffic and reduce our already limited resources.  Get rid of

the city council!



Name Location Date Comment

Brianne Kodakari Foster City, CA 2014-11-26 I am a resident/home owner and this will directly affect my standard of living as

well as my property values.

Joann Metz San Mateo, CA 2014-11-27 Stop high density blight in Foster City!

Valeriy Rubin Foster City, CA 2014-11-27 Traffic is getting more and more dense.

Heidi Tawfik Foster City, CA 2014-11-27 Foster City is a unique town.  Please do not ruin with more congestion and

overcrowding problems.

Ann Guyer Foster City, CA 2014-11-29 I am signing this petition because I am seeing several developments already in

progress on sites that are less than 40 years old, in fact some are more like 30

years old.  Build it, tear it down, build it again?  Is this what Foster City is all

about?  Please use some restraint when you dig up another vibrant business

area to build more expensive, small, not very 'luxurious' luxury apartments or

condos.  We don't need MORE and more people piled up here on top of each

other!

Leslie Flint San Mateo, CA 2014-12-01 Traffic in the Hwy 92/101 intersection is already congested.  There are no other

options for exiting FC.

Rosita Issel San Mateo, CA 2014-12-01 We moved to Foster City 16 years ago because it was a small town, with lots of

open spaces, parks and great schools. With the additional construction of

housing units, the need for more schools, the increase in traffic, decrease in

parking availabilty and potentially, the loss of these open spaces, needs to be

carefully considered. Getting out of Foster City is now a 25 minute affair during

busy times.

Helen Hamel-Dolling San Mateo, CA 2014-12-03 traffic issues and quality of life issues

Barbara Niss San Mateo, CA 2014-12-04 I'm signing because I am a local concerned about overcrowded schools and

traffic congestion.

Sheila Serkanic San Mateo, CA 2014-12-04 We have a MASTER PLAN  that has faithfully followed until past 12 years of

this council--making it a showcase for the WORLD.  That is why we love Foster

City!  We have a perfect balance of households, streets, schools, parks, police

and fire. Our Foster City kids are already being sent out because of impaction!

And why is the council so quiet about H.U.D. HOUSING MAKING UP 1/3 of all

new building?  Safety will go down. Police will have to increase. We will have tp

pay for all H.U.D. maintenance and landscaping. Why more office and retail

space when the old Foster Building (across from the library has been primarily

vacant for over six years. Where is their support of F.C. Small businesses?

Gloria Dreon San Mateo, CA 2014-12-06 The traffic is bad enough now and schools

are overcrowded as is.

Sara Jackowitz San Mateo, CA 2014-12-11 See the 4 points re:  Adverse Effects of High-Density Housing

Achim Karger San Mateo, CA 2014-12-27 Foster City will be unrecognizable if development keeps going like it has in the

last 5 years.

barney oakew San Mateo, CA 2014-12-27 We have enough buildings for the present

Sanjay Kakar FOSTER CITY, CA 2014-12-29 I support all 4 adverse effects cited in the petition. Further housing

development is a huge detriment to Foster City residents and even the thought

of further development should be vehemently opposed.

Brian Oldham Sacramento, CA 2015-01-02 of school overcrowding and traffic congestion.

Jennifer Chong Foster city, CA 2015-01-02 This is destroying the quaint atmosphere of the city.  Where the kids go to

school, how will we deal with the traffic; which, is an even more alarming idea

when taking into account the fact that the city does not have a train stop.

Mona Kotecha San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 Please stop overbuilding Foster City. The schools are already too crowded and

this small land mass cannot support an increase in population.



Name Location Date Comment

Nathan Don Foster City, CA 2015-01-02 Already too much traffic in/out of Foster City and schools are overcrowded.

Fred Burger San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 I am concerned with the environmental impacts and the fines that Foster City

will pay if we exceed our water cap.

Vijay balan Foster City, CA 2015-01-02 I worry that additional constrcution will dramatically degarde quality of life in

FC. Let's stop and evaluate

Jamie Frankos Foster City, CA 2015-01-02 I grew up in Foster City and it certainly does not have the same feeling any

more.  It is too overcrowded as it is.  Many of my friends I grew up with, moved

out of the area because of this congestion.

Laura Owen San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 I'm signing this petition because traffic is already horrendous in the morning

and evening, just trying to get out of Foster City when going to work or getting

home at the end of the day.  The slowest part of my commute is the time to get

to 101 and to get off 101 at the end of the day.

Nancy Stanton Foster City, CA 2015-01-02 Congestion related to virtually everything.

Greg Roux San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 Too many adverse effects to the neighborhood.  Too much housing already!!!

Miki Colgate Foster City, CA 2015-01-02 Too many people living in a small city.  Not enough wide streets make it very

difficult to access freeways.

charlotte bradford foster city, CA 2015-01-02 this will cause overcrowding and ruin foster city

Dennis Kay San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 It is imperative that we keep our city running properly, with schools and traffic

appropriate with our "planned community"  No more housing at all until issues

can be resolved!

peg rybicki Foster city, CA 2015-01-02 I can not get out of my complex without waiting forever... Stop the traffic

Sean Albers San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 I born raised here 40 years and I don't like the direction the cities headed.

david lilienfeld San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 This construction is ill-advised given all of the building already going on in this

city.

Tim Warren San Mateo, CA 2015-01-02 I oppose any new high-density units until road infrastructure is improved and a

forth elementary school is added.

Ellen Bollbach San Mateo, CA 2015-01-03 I think Foster City roads, schools are already over crowded. We will be unable

to sustain this growth.

Tavis Szeto San Mateo, CA 2015-01-03 What happens in Foster City affects San Mateo. Building more housing without

addressing basic needs like schools, traffic congestion, etc will make Foster

City and San Mateo cities to avoid.

Melanie Leng Foster City, CA 2015-01-03 The charm of our underrated city comes in the homely feel. Overproduction too

rapidly will destroy the atmosphere.

Sudhir Damle Foster City, CA 2015-01-04 I am concerned about high traffic on Edgewater Blvd in morning as well as

afternoon and also about school congestion.

Don Gundry San Mateo, CA 2015-01-04 This latest round of building is too much for our limited footprint.  Stop any

additional building for at least 5 years.

Roberta Parker Foster City, CA 2015-01-04 I simply am against this development.  Foster Cities infrastructure is not ready

for all of this condo development.  the schools are not prepared for this influx of

students and the traffic will become unbearable.

Robert and Judy Valdez San Mateo, CA 2015-01-05 We have major concerns regarding the traffic in and out of Foster City.  We did

not buy in FC to live in an full of high-rise units and parking garages.

Zixin Wu Foster City, CA 2015-01-05 Foster City is beautiful because its population density is just right. Don't make it

more to destroy its beauty.



Name Location Date Comment

Susan Skieresz Foster City, CA 2015-01-05 The over-development of housing unit is negatively changing the character of

Foster City.  The impact on the traffic into and out of FC  needs to be assessed

before more development!

Jim Guo San Mateo, CA 2015-01-06 We want to keep the quality of life  and the beauty of Foster City.

Prashanthi Natarajan Foster City, CA 2015-01-07 I firmly believe the current resources are not sufficient to support more high

density housing units in Foster City. Any move to do the same will greatly affect

the quality of life for the current residents as well as the environment in the

area.

Roman Glukhovsky Foster City, CA 2015-01-07 Foster City will deteriorate as a great place to live if developers are allowed to

zone for additional high density housing units.

Sheri Carroll Foster City, CA 2015-01-12 our city is already way too overpopulated, we need to slow down and see the

impact of all of this building on our city

Jackie LaFlesch Foster City, CA 2015-01-13 Increases traffic congestion and safety concerns and much more.

Joseph Hirsch Palo Alto, CA 2015-01-14 I agree completely with the sentiments expressed.  Those developments, and

similar developments throughout the Bay Area, are diminishing the quality of

life that once was the envy of the entire nation.  We have to stop future high-

density developments or what we once had will be gone forever.

Debra Gruber San Mateo, CA 2015-01-15 Stop the constructions till the overcrowded schools and traffic congestion have

been solved.  Please be responsible.

Jack Wan Foster city, CA 2015-01-17 I oppose any kind of further residential construction in Foster City.

Tammy Shueh Foster City, CA 2015-01-17 I think we have enough housing in Foster City

John Folmar San Mateo, CA 2015-01-17 I have concerns that additional housing could lead to:

1.  Increased traffic congestion and further bog down the ability to enter/exit the

city through only 3 byways (Hillsdale Blvd, Chess Ave and E 3rd Ave)

2.  Increased parking congestion in neighborhoods.

3.  Increased congestion at the already overcrowded 3 grocery stores that

service Foster City (Safeway, Lucky's and Ranch 99).  

4.  Over congestion of the beautiful parks, walkways and overall living

environment that makes Foster City such a  desirable place to live

Gerald Alley San Mateo, CA 2015-01-19 Foster City does not have the infrastructure to support increased population-

schools, roads/transport,water.  The quality of life for the 30k plus already here

must be maintained, inluding in-town F&B, service and retail.

Andy Gan Foster City, CA 2015-01-21 No matter which angle you look at, overbuilding high-density homes is just bad

for the city and homeowners. As a real estate professional, I still remember the

sad faces of so many homeowners whom I had talked to during the last (not

long ago) market downturn of 2009-2011.  Real estate market follows a supply

and demand equation.  Home price will adjust by itself at some point.

Overbuilding high density homes at the high range of the market is just

shortsighted and can oversupply the small housing market in Foster City.

Should the housing market goes down, the oversupply can jeopardize the

recovery of the home prices in the city.  Large scale overbuilding also

diminishes the meaning of Foster City as a planned development.

Joan Stern San Mateo, CA 2015-01-21 Overcrowding is making traffic impossible at certain hours and is spoiling the

entire atmosphere that Foster City once had.  After 45 years here, the quality of

life ihere is sadly deteriorating..

Adriana Livianu San Mateo, CA 2015-01-28 Traffic, Water, Quality of life

Ben Asaro Foster City, CA 2015-01-29 I am signing because I oppose any additional residential development in Foster

City



Name Location Date Comment

Neal Colombo San Mateo, CA 2015-01-31 I agree with the Foster City Residents for Responsible Development.  I have

lived here for over 20 years and have seen the city get more traffic and

congestion.  I moved here to avoid those things.

Caryl Brewbaker San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 It almost feels crooked... Those in power seem to be moving very quickly.

They k-n-o-w how this is impacting the schools, the character of the city, and of

their failure to honor the original plan of Foster.  They k-n-o-w they are

stressing our infrastructure and the people who live here.... they just don't

seem to care.  Why?

daniel zheng San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 It is the right thing to do!

Draviam Paramasivan Foster ctiy, CA 2015-02-03 School over crowding and traffic

Mary K Ferree San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 We need to stop NOW  with the high density building and take it slower to see

how the approved projects impact our city and its resources before approving

more.  This is irresponsible and not being thought through carefully.  Please

slow things down!!!!!

Irene Ni San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 I strongly oppose more and more housing units built in Foster City.

Dirk Liepold San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 I hope that the 'greed' for Foster City tax income increase stops and the last

remaining open spaces in FC will not be exploited anymore. This is short term

thinking and quality of life will dramatically decrease in FC

Michael Helms Foster City, CA 2015-02-03 I am concerned about overcrowding and the negative impact on the natural

environment and wildlife.

Amrish Lal San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 Further development in foster city should be allowed only if it does not increase

housing density. 

Bay Area already has its fair share of congested cities, roads, parking lots, and

school. We don't need to further add to that congestion. 

High density housing and shopping complexes look good on El Camino or next

to freeways, but not in Foster City.

Nidhi Lal Foster city, CA 2015-02-03 I care for foster city !!!!

prajakta ghatpande San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 i care for the city and it's young inhabitants!!!!

clair kelly San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 All of this high density building has to stop our city cannot handle additional

traffic and the additional burden placed on our emergency services.

chris kimmel San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 I'm signing because getting in and out of Foster City on my way to and from

work is ALREADY the hugest headache of my day. To put it simply: More

Housing = More Traffic. Foster City does not have the entrance/exit

infrastructure to handle it!

Ashish Hunnargikar San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 Adverse Effects of High-Density Housing on Foster City:

1.  Schools:  Adds to our already overcrowded schools.

2.  Traffic:  Increases traffic congestion and safety concerns.

3.  Water:  Exacerbates our potable water shortage.

4.  Quality of Life:  Diminishes the charm that makes Foster City the envy of the

Bay Area.

Susan Lindstrom Foster City, CA 2015-02-03 The rental housing market in Foster City is saturated and there are rental units

still available. Also, the school and traffic problems have not been addressed

by the planners.



Name Location Date Comment

Jadelyn Chang San Mateo, CA 2015-02-03 Foster City does not need any additional housing.  The streets are congested

and the schools are overcrowded.

Joanna Rubenchek foster city, CA 2015-02-03 We don't any more housing and more traffic in Foster City

Sandra Palazzi Foster City, CA 2015-02-03 Don't want overbuilding and overcrowding to ruin the paradise we currently live

in.  We take pride of ownership in our community and the level of living we

have created.

Scott Ng Foster City, CA 2015-02-04 I want the best for Foster City as the home owner here in this best city in the

world

Valerie Mersh San Mateo, CA 2015-02-04 I am very concerned of the overpopulation in FC. Already we have difficulty

getting out of FC with  the traffic.

Thaddeus Jimenez San Mateo, CA 2015-02-04 Foster City does not have the infrastructure to support more people living here;

roads, schools, services...will reduce quality of life for all.

Thuy Nguyen Foster City, CA 2015-02-04 I would like to keep the charm of this city. We have enough with all of on going

projects.

Flora Ng Foster City, CA 2015-02-04 I don't believe building more residential units is in the best interest of Foster

City.

Karen Glaser San Mateo, CA 2015-02-04 I'm concerned about the amount of traffic that we already have in Foster City,

the new apartments and retail properties already in progress, and the impact

they will have on getting in and out of Foster City.  This is a great town, and we

should try to keep it that way, not overcrowd it.  In addition, putting a hi-rise

building on the bayfront will obstruct the view for everyone living and driving

along Beachpark Blvd.

Nicola Adam Foster city, CA 2015-02-04 Foster City has become so overcrowded and this will ad to the already

congested traffic.

david cook foster city, CA 2015-02-04 Please do not approve any  more housing developments until all current

developments have been in completed for one year.  This will give everyone

the time to fully understand what a large population increase does to our city

traffic congestion, and basic services.

Fern Quigley San Mateo, CA 2015-02-05 FC is already over crowded and traffic in and out of town is a nightmare.  Our

water supply is threatened by too high our population.

Robert Barbutti San Mateo, CA 2015-02-05 I grew up in Foster city and so not believe our unique community should be an

over crowded maze of stack and pack people boxes..

Xuelei Yan San Mateo, CA 2015-02-05 Foster City is already too crowded.

tricia Hannon Foster City, CA 2015-02-05 I am writing because this needs to stop! Foster city was never meant to be

this... There is a reason for the zoning the way it was years ago when the city

was made. Rezoning is ridiculous. What is to stop everyone from rezoning?

Maybe I should reZone my house?  The marina And other areas marked for

construction were to be a marsh areas for animals and/or parks not more

housing.This city does not need more housing! These were to be wetlands for

nature which was the original view of our hometown. Say no and send them

away! Represent our hometown!

RosaMaria Oceguera Foster City, CA 2015-02-05 We have too many apartments in FC which impedes coming in/leaving the city

in case of an emergency due to the amount of cars on the road and traffic.  The

rents from these apartments do not help the city, this only makes the

developers and the owners, richer.  It time the residents' voices are heard.  It's

a shame that we as tax payers (and we pay a lot of taxes) are not being heard.

Patrick Mckinnie Mountain View, CA 2015-02-05 Because foster city does not need more housing!



Name Location Date Comment

Namrata Bhasin Foster City, CA 2015-02-06 I am a resident of Foster City. The school system is overloaded and there aren't

planning new ones. The city has only 2 exits making it difficult to enter and exit.

Sanjiv Sud San Mateo, CA 2015-02-06 Enough! Foster City DOES NOT..cannot hold more homes.

Melissa Stoppler Foster City, CA 2015-02-06 Foster city schools are already overcrowded and traffic is worsening. The

quality of life here will decline if more high-density housing is introduced,

straining the system further.

Phyllis McArthur Foster City, CA 2015-02-07 We have no idea if our community's infrastructure can support more condensed

housing. We have a drought, highway 92 is a parking lot during commute

hours, not to mention the lack of space in our over crowded schools

Joanne Choi San Mateo, CA 2015-02-07 The issue of overcrowding in schools has completely been ignored in the

conversations around new development.  The reason why FC draws so many

young and vibrant families is because of the schools and their reputations.  We

will not be able to maintain Foster City's excellent reputation if we continue

overpopulating our schools at the rate that we are.

Robert C Schwartzer San Mateo, CA 2015-02-07 Adding yet another housing development will add to the density problems that

are beginning to appear in Foster City.

JOHN BERNAT San Mateo, CA 2015-02-07 what is the rush, let's wait and see the results of what is in-process now.

Wendy Barnett San Mateo, CA 2015-02-07 There are already too many people in this area, traffic is horrendous and yet

more development is unsustainable environmentally

Daniel O'Brien San Mateo, CA 2015-02-07 We also hate the obscene marina idea

John Hlousek San Mateo, CA 2015-02-08 To Foster City Council: 

Listen to residents of FC:

NO MORE HOUSING!!!

Tisileli Lupeheke Foster City, CA 2015-02-08 I don't want the overcrowding of my schools and neighborhood streets

Stephen Lagos Foster City, CA 2015-02-08 im tired to city council putting monetary gain ahead of the city the claim to

serve.

Donna Blevins San Mateo, CA 2015-02-08 I am worried about renters moving in and out of here, and not caring as much

as us home owners do in this city,about our city. Foster City has always

maintained the highest standard of class community and family and we all want

that to change.

Rosemary Janet

Gardiner

Foster City, CA 2015-02-08 Also traffic in and out of Foster City is very heavy and with more cars it will be

worse.

Michael Harrison Foster City, CA 2015-02-09 These over sized apartment complexes that are being built are going to

strangle us.guarantee none of the city council live within eye sight of these

monstera cities !

Beth Weiss San Mate, CA 2015-02-09 Every time I have to go over there, there seems to be more traffic on and off 92

and the surrounding streets.

Karen Schwarz Belmont, CA 2015-02-09 Foster City does not have the infrastructure to support more people.  Foster

City was a charming low density town.  It is becoming full of multi story

behemoths and way too much traffic.

Serena Lucchesi Foster City, CA 2015-02-09 The traffic congestion and water resources are a source of concern for me.

Gerb Perez San Mateo, CA 2015-02-09 oir residents have spoken and I support and represent their views.

Tricia McVey san Mateo, CA 2015-02-09 I grew up in Foster City, am a San Mateo resident and agree with the concerns

!

Liz Murdoch San Mateo, CA 2015-02-09 i agree

Xiangmin Jin San Mateo, CA 2015-02-09 It is already over crowded in Foster City! We need more space BUT the

animals also DO!



Name Location Date Comment

Vijay Adda San Mateo, CA 2015-02-09 Foster City a quaint, beautiful city on lagoon will transform into an ugly city

overcrowded with housing units impacting the serene life of the inhabitants with

high density traffic and overcrowding of schools

Grady Hunt San Mateo, CA 2015-02-09 I live close to this area, the impact is already being felt, traffic jams where there

has never been traffic before, schools overcrowded and getting worse.

Karen Rappaport San Diego, CA 2015-02-10 I'm signing because I am concerned about the effect the proposed construction

will have on the quality of life in Foster City.

donna santucci mckee San Carlos, CA 2015-02-10 there should be NO more constructioin in Foster City.  It is build out to

maximum capacity.

James Lunsford Foster City, CA 2015-02-10 It is not quantity, it is quality of life.

Joseph George San Mateo, CA 2015-02-10 Overcrowded schools and Traffic

Susan Mai Foster city, CA 2015-02-10 oppose any additional high density residential units at foster city overcrowded

schools, traffic congestion and limited potable water resources

anand kotti San Mateo, CA 2015-02-11 I don't want more housing!

Cesare Rotundo Foster City, CA 2015-02-11 I guess the FC City Council lives and works in FC, and doesn't realize that

accessing 101 now takes  at least 10-15 min each way at rush hour. Dear

Council Members, we invite you to drive around and realize that until better

infrastructure is available more residential units are a bad idea.

Carina Cannizzaro San Mateo, CA 2015-02-11 1-Safety: limited amount of streets or space to leave Foster city in case of an

emergency, earthquake, etc. A few years back it took longer than an hour

around 5:30pm, and it will get worse.

2- Pollution- air quality is already serious in certain areas due to the 101 and

the amount of planes going 

towards SFO.

3- New schools are already over capacity.

All projects should be stopped until solutions to the three problems mentioned

above are implemented.

HeeSun Hong San Mateo, CA 2015-02-11 Foster City cannot support any more high density housing!  It takes 40 minutes

to get to Foster City from Hillsdale High School at 6 pm on weeknight a during

school. We do not have room in our schools.  There are many other reasons as

well.

sudhir Gupta San Mateo, CA 2015-02-12 over crowded schools and roads traffic.are my concerns

Baohua Huang Foster City, CA 2015-02-12 Foster city is already overbuilt, and it's infrastructure cannot support the current

residents.

Foster city already has a huge traffic problem, during morning and evening

commute hour it regularly takes me over 20 minutes to get on or off the

freeway. Our schools are already facing over crowding problem.

Please address these issues before proposing any more apartment units.

Julia Bauer Foster City, CA 2015-02-12 As a long time (20+ year) resident of Foster City I wanted to voice my

opposition regarding the continuous building of large, multi-family complexes in

Foster City. I bought my home in Foster City because of the quality of life and

proximity to the Bay, Bay Trail, and relief from the noise and crowding of the

Peninsula.  Over the last few years I've been appalled by the number of GIANT

apartment complexes that have been built in Foster City.  The traffic has

become ridiculous - it now takes me 30 minutes to drive from my home on

Staysail Court to my office near Whole Foods at 8:30 am on a weekday

morning.  Just three years ago that drive took me 10 minutes.



Name Location Date Comment

Rosie Bank San Mateo, CA 2015-02-12 We are already overfull in FC!

Enaam Gabor Foster City, CA 2015-02-13 I am singing because the schools are overcrowded and the trafic in and out of

the city.

Joyce Pilgrim San Mateo, CA 2015-02-13 I'm opposed to more housing units in Foster City.

Brian Hodges San Mateo, CA 2015-02-14 I hate to see this excessive expansion in the already saturated community.

Clement Yu San Mateo, CA 2015-02-14 We don't need to ruin Foster City's community with more housing and traffic.  It

already takes 5 mins at 6AM to get onto the freeway because of the traffic

lights being red when there are no cars around and at noon, it take up to 10

mins just to get on the freeway, again because of the traffic and signal lights.

Betty Yu San Mateo, CA 2015-02-14 Please do not ruin Foster City by bringing in more big buildings, crowds, traffic,

etc.  We chose Foster City for the way it was previous to all of the construction.

Clement Yu San Mateo, CA 2015-02-14 Foster City is not the solution for the housing crisis.  We have enough

apartments in the city and restaurants and other business that come and go.  If

want more money in the general fund, then cut spending.

Irene Tom Foster City, CA 2015-02-15 enough is enough.  Foster City is getting too overcrowded as is.

Tony Shao San Mateo, CA 2015-02-15 Stop the development of nigh density housing in Foster City.

Che I Chang San Mateo, CA 2015-02-15 I oppose to more housing in Foster City

Bala Ganeshan San Mateo, CA 2015-02-15 I'm opposed to the new construction since there is no room to provide the

additional infrastructure needed to support the expansion. I spend enough time

in traffic as is getting in and out of Foster City.

akhila aiyer foster city, CA 2015-02-15 Does the council have plans on fixing our overcrowding problem in schools and

the traffic jams getting in and out of Foster City. In the last 5 years we have

lived in Foster City, there is clear  perceptible increase in both traffic and kids

getting in and out of school. We just do not have the room to build the

additional infrastructure that will be needed to support the new community.

p.s: Instead of building a shopping complex and retirement home in the plaza,

the council should have build a high school. It would have been much more

useful to the residents in alleviating some of the concerns expressed above.

Shijun Song San Mateo, CA 2015-02-16 Building more high-density residential units will negatively impact the quality of

life at Foster City.

Nishant Deshpande San Mateo, CA 2015-02-16 Don't understand why all this new development is being considered. Is it purely

for additional revenue for the city?

Joan Stytle San Mateo, CA 2015-02-16 How about fixing up the aging and disgusting shopping centers and adding at

least 1 decent restaurant  in this city?

Xin Li Foster city, CA 2015-02-16 Stopping be greedy! Foster City is already overcrowed!!!!!

Simon Hurry San Mateo, CA 2015-02-16 Too much congestion. No high school available. Don't overcrowd Foster City

Ruth Trask San Mateo, CA 2015-02-16 What ever happened to The Foster Families dream of 30,000 population?

Bernard Wu San Mateo, CA 2015-02-17 There is a much, much larger need for building of new schools in Foster City!

Frances Gaura Foster City, CA 2015-02-17 I have been a resident of FC since 1982.  I was attracted to this community

because it was a planned community with a highly desireable quality of life.

The outrageous changes to the community as a result of these high-density

projects is appalling! STOP THIS NOW.

Cathy Johnson San Mateo, CA 2015-02-17 I am very concerned about the increase in traffic new developments in FC will

cause. It is already too congested. I live just at the intersection of Altair and

Hillsdale, and it can take 10+ minutes to get to the freeway at Norfolk. The

infrastructure in FC cannot support more building.



Name Location Date Comment

Louise Funke Foster City, CA 2015-02-17 We need to slow down and see the impact of the projects already in process.

Also, we need to address the city's finances. Obviously we can not continue to

count on development for funding. We have a limited amount of space and

resources.

Wilfredo Orbino San Mateo, CA 2015-02-18 It is getting harder and longer for me to get home through our street.  Not only

a waste of gas, it;s a waste in time too not to mention money.

Carolyn Freshour San Mateo, CA 2015-02-18 I want to keep Foster City the city it was originally intended to be

Jennifer Lin San Mateo, CA 2015-02-18 No more!  No more!  No more!

Pam Tanimura San Mateo, CA 2015-02-18 The traffic congestion is horrendous

Marshall Dinowitz Belmont, CA 2015-02-19 Each incremental development negatively impacts Foster City and

thesurrounding environment.

Deborah Young Foster City, CA 2015-02-19 FC is already overcrowded as are our schools

Blanca Caballero Foster City, CA 2015-02-19 Foster city is overcrowded and the traffic in and out is a bottle neck. We need

to put a stop to any additional  projects.

James Wagner Foster City, CA 2015-02-19 Before any additional housing is approved, Foster City needs to evaluate the

impact to traffic, schools, water, and quality of life issues of the new housing

that has already been approved and under construction.

Frank Ho San Mateo, CA 2015-02-20 There are not many high density residential units in community which is a big

reason why we moved to Foster City.

Thomas Barger San Mateo, CA 2015-02-20 I think additional high-density housing will cause additional over crowding of

our schools and the roadways.

Song Ge San Mateo, CA 2015-02-21 I'm signing because because I want my voice be heard that Foster city already

has overcrowded schools and traffic and the life quality of the residents shall be

guaranteed by not over-expanding the city's population with new residential

buildings.

Pin Yu chen San Mateo, CA 2015-02-22 I live here

Sophia Matgen San Mateo, CA 2015-02-22 Too many people and cars in this small, what-once-WAS-a-desireable-place-to-

live with only 2 ways in and out - might as well build an airport too!

Shirley Weston San Mateo, CA 2015-02-22 I have lived here since 1975 when FC was coming alive.  There is

overcrowding in the schools...my two granddaughters had to go to different

elementary schools even though I live two blocks from one of them.  How can

we possibly allow more housing and inconvenient long term residents!  No

more housing, please!!!

Nick Haddad San Mateo, CA 2015-02-23 I oppose any further developments.

Cynthia Ong Foster City, CA 2015-02-23 There have already been a few new housing completed and still being

completed which will already affect the traffic congestion and overcrowding in

schools as well as the city.  In addition the location of the marina and tall

buildings will destroy the natural beauty and peaceful view that makes Foster

City and the Bay trail the relaxing, special, and beautiful place it is.  The Bay

Trail is a peaceful place to walk, run, and ride a bike for individuals and

families.  A marina and commercial space will destroy that.  And with the

school nearby, it will be more dangerous for kids who walk and bike home with

more traffic generated by the marina and new housing.  I also don't think

anyone who purchased a home across from the Bay trail wants to look at a

view of apartment/commercial buildings when they can see a peaceful view of

the trail and water.  Foster City is a great place to live because it's small and

peaceful.  If I wanted to live in a crowded city filled with tall buildings, I would

have chose to live in San Francisco.



Name Location Date Comment

Samiran Basak San Mateo, CA 2015-02-23 Totally agree, let us evaluate the effect the Foster Square complex has on civic

amenities before moving on to more housing projects

Shraddha Bindal San Mateo, CA 2015-02-23 Already overcrowded schools, traffic congestion will exacerbate the current

situation. No more new housing in Foster City

Ajanta Basak San Mateo, CA 2015-02-23 I'm signing because it will destroy the serenity and peace that the foster city

residents enjoy and helps us to relieve ourselves from the stress of work. Most

residents work around here and we need this for our outlet of stress.

diane paolucci San Mateo, CA 2015-02-23 Enough is enough! Our quality of live is being threatened.   The current

buildings are not finished.  We don't even know the impact yet.  Stop!

Carol Rose San Mateo, CA 2015-02-23 Our Foster City schools are currently overcrowded and children who live in

Foster City have to attend schools in other cities.  We have restricted water

use.  Foster City should stop new sewer connections until the drought is over

or until new sources of water can be found.  The streets in Foster City were

designed to handle traffic for 11,000 housing units.  The City has not put

forward a plan for new road construction or a plan for how it would be financed.

Oi-Ling Chan Foster City, CA 2015-02-23 I'm signing because the concern of the over high-density residential units

development in Foster City.

Russell Wilder Foster City, CA 2015-02-23 We are already overdeveloped a bit.  Getting too crowded with multi-residential

units.  Traffic is bad enough part of the day and there's no solution in sight to

the overcrowding this would add to our already overloaded public schools in

town.

P Scearce San Mateo, CA 2015-02-24 City is building too fast and we need to see how city resources and services

can absorb current construction

Frank Saunders Foster City, CA 2015-02-24 The text of the petition fully expresses my sentiments and my objections to the

flood of "development" proposals.

Damien Burnett San Mateo, CA 2015-02-24 We have building projects going on now.  We need to wait until we can assess

the impact of the current projects before we start any new ones.

Isik Erbay San Mateo, CA 2015-02-24 I love this city as it is.  If wanted to live in an over-built city, I wouldn't have

moved here when I did.

Debbie Wong Burlingame, CA 2015-02-24 I would like to see plans for bike path along Beach Park Blvd, driving speed

reduced to 25MPH, resident parking permits infront of their houses.

Mike Goszulak San Mateo, CA 2015-02-24 I'm signing because traffic is already terrible coming or going into our city and

our schools are already overcrowded.

Ba-Quy Vuong San Mateo, CA 2015-02-25 Our city is already overloaded. All facilities are over utilized. We cannot afford

more residents.

Huy Nguyen San Mateo, CA 2015-02-25 I care about the about the neighborhood

Ellen Wang Mountain View, CA 2015-02-25 Stop it. Too greedy.

Paul Lee San Mateo, CA 2015-02-26 School are too impacted.

robert jaron San Mateo, CA 2015-02-27 I'm signing because I want to STOP all this building immediately.

We are way over our charter in population and have to many new projects

started at this time.  STOP THE MADNESS!

San Chang Foster City, CA 2015-03-01 Foster city was once a beautiful refuge away from the busy, dense congestion

of other cities.  It is and will become worse than the surrounding cities.   Let's

also question why Art Keisel, Gary Polland, and Steve Okamoto wants more

housing.  Are they getting some sort of kickback from these developers?

warren chang San Mateo, CA 2015-03-01 Which councilmen are supporting all these new housing?  We need to vote

them ALL out?



Name Location Date Comment

Jenny Chow San Mateo, CA 2015-03-01 WE ARE ANGRY!!!  STOP STOP STOP!!

joann franklin San Mateo, CA 2015-03-01 Every time I drive around FC  now.  I get soooo angry at all the construction

and those who are behind all this.

Noel Foster San Mateo, CA 2015-03-10 I believe there is little consideration to housing effects, schools traffic water and

basic means for every day commerce that are not being addressed when new

housing projects are being proposed and approved.

Olga Smyslova Foster city, CA 2015-03-10 the schools have been overcrowded 10 years ago already, teaching became

worse, we have to homeschool our kids, while paying $$$ for the housing here

:(.

Dorit Richardson San Mateo, CA 2015-03-10 Traffic in and out of Foster City during rush hour is a nightmare! what is the city

doing to improve infrastructure and transportation services, along with

approving all these new units?

quan ding Foster City, CA 2015-03-11 No more housing until the school problems are addressed...

Jonathon Gantvoort Foster City, CA 2015-03-12 We do not need more traffic in the city

Wayne Bayliff San Mateo, CA 2015-03-15 I want to maintain the unique lifestyle envisioned by the Fosters. We are

already built beyond the Foster's plan. No new housing until we can see the

impact of what has already been approved.

Robin Barrientos San Mateo, CA 2015-03-19 I am opposed to high density housing, additional traffic and over crowding of

our great schools.

kathleen Asaro Foster City, CA 2015-03-19 we need to keep fighting off these

underhanded, greedy attempts to add 

housing when we have made it clear we want a hold on development till we've

absorbed what's already being built

Roberto J Martinez

Martinez

San Mateo, CA 2015-03-22 I agree

Lynsie Temple San Mateo, CA 2015-03-23 I have lived in the Bay Vista Townhomes for 19 years and many of the areas

that were either businesses, shopping areas, or open spaces, have been torn

down and developed into massive housing developments.  Traffic in FC trying

to get on and off the freeways, to the shopping areas at rush hour is very

congested.  We have limited access in and out of Foster City and adding

thousands of more residents is only going to make it worse.  Keep Foster City

the beautiful city, unique city that we purposefully moved to.

Bernadette Hsing Foster City, CA 2015-03-24 Did you all read the article in which it states that Foster City will sink 2 feet

within 50 years? So go ahead and add more weight to our already

overburdened land so we can SINK much FASTER!!! (sarcasm)

Bernadette Hsing Foster City, CA 2015-03-24 Did you all read the article in which it states that Foster City will sink 2 feet

within 50 years? So go ahead and add more weight to our already

overburdened land so we can SINK much FASTER!!! (sarcasm)

Fran Gorman Foster City, CA 2015-03-25 I am concerned about whether our infrastructure, schools, etc. can support

growth. The Planning Commission has changed the Master Plan to support

higher density, and the high school land has been sold off. Let's first evaluate

what we have committed to so far.

Clare Crom San Mateo, CA 2015-03-25 The city of Foster City is destroying the quality of live for all residents,

especially in neighborhoods 1 and 2 one housing unit at a time.

Michelle Licata San Mateo, CA 2015-03-26 there is way too much traffic already in Foster City. Especially from 5-7 pm!!!
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Janet Sanft San Mateo, CA 2015-03-26 Our lovely City is overcrowded already, we can't accomodate anymore people

or housing without over burdening our schools, emergency personnel,

roadways etc. I have been a resident since 1967 and feeling forced to move

away.

Kim Kempton San Mateo, CA 2015-03-27 Mainly signing for the impact onthe schools and the traffic.

Rosalind Chin San Mateo, CA 2015-03-28 Stop all construction in foster city.

NEIL SCHIFFMAN FOSTER CITY, CA 2015-03-31 we need a break to assess impact of all developments now approved.

Nena Guthrie Foster City, CA 2015-04-08 Foster City needs to slow down and access the impact of the current building

'under construction' before anything else is done.  In light of the current drought

situation I would think this is now critical.

Jeff Campie San Mateo, CA 2015-04-09 Schools are already overflowing.

Tejinder Kaur Arurkar Foster City, CA 2015-04-09 I care about Foster City and love it the way it is right now, please DO NOT

allow any more construction in our city, lets preserve what we have and fight

against high density building projects.

Edward Madrak Foster City, CA 2015-04-09 Roads in Foster City during rush hour traffic is already bad enough. Without

serious change to the current roads (Hillsdale/101), we should halt any future

development.

Kathy Heil San Mateo, CA 2015-04-09 Traffic is already a dangerous situation!  It will be impossible to get to a

hospital.

Joan La Macchia San Mateo, CA 2015-04-16 Who is allowing this in Foster City??

Where are the City Fathers to stop this !!!!

Heather Stephenson Foster City, CA 2015-04-18 Enough is enough it's too crowded and  the city is using all the land that could

potentially be used to build a school.  We simply do not have space for more

children in the already over crowded schools!!!!

Vilja Fussell Foster City, CA 2015-04-21 Traffic is already horrendous in the mornings and at night. It takes 30 minutes

to get out of and into Foster City. With more developments going up, Foster

City streets will look like 101 during rush hour.

Jayu Mehta Foster City, CA 2015-04-21 this over construction needs to stop. I wanted to live in a small town with good

quality schools.

M Sit San Mateo, CA 2015-04-21 I've had it with overcrowded schools and roads and giving this little city a big

city make-over.   We bought a house in FC for its nice little city feel!

Melissa Coccellato San Mateo, CA 2015-04-21 Foster City is already overpopulated an those haven't even opened up yet.

Michelle Vasconcellos San Mateo, CA 2015-04-21 we don't need any more apartment buildings or housing to crowd the city and

schools even more than it is.

Michelle Vasconcellos San Mateo, CA 2015-04-21 we don't need any more apartment buildings or housing to crowd the city and

schools even more than it is.

Pamela Cavagnaro San Mateo, CA 2015-04-21 I am signing this because I live in Foster City and hate all the traffic, the

element of some of the people this affordable housing is bringing to Foster City

and the water usage that is being used during this drought and further droughts

we will have.

Rhonda Borelli San Mateo, CA 2015-04-21 ABSOLUTELY NO THOUGHT WAS PUT INTO ANY OF THIS

BUILDING!!!!...AND YES, I AM YELLING

Lisa Moreci San Mateo, CA 2015-04-22 I agree we do not need more housing and our schools are overcrowded as it is

Tim Goll San Mateo, CA 2015-04-22 This is very short term thinking, leaving all of us having to deal with its

problems long after the developers have left us behind.

James Szafransko San Mateo, CA 2015-04-22 I'm against any additional high density housing in my neighborhood.
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Glenn Okimura San Mateo, CA 2015-04-22 Stop over crowding our schools

Eileen Davis San Mateo, CA 2015-04-22 New dense housing projects are unattractive and negatively impacting the

quality of life of current Foster City residents.

Kirsten White San Mateo, CA 2015-04-22 Foster city is overcrowded

parimala agnihotri San Mateo, CA 2015-04-24 It Insane to Build to so much construction and it is calling in for trouble and I

strongly oppose this.!! As a law full resident.

L.Ann Huff Foster City, CA 2015-04-24 There is only one way out of Foster City in the morning and afternoon to, and I

am wasting a lot of time trying to get to work off of 101. I know the schools are

at capacity and we are in a drought.

Dmitry Koltun San Mateo, CA 2015-04-27 Enough housing already, we're losing everything Foster City is known for -

good schools and quiet neighborhoods.

Seta Tujian Foster City, CA 2015-04-28 We do not need Sares-Triton Project to build townhomes or any other housing

units in Foster City. We are overcrowded, and we will be sandwiched in

between high density housing project of 166 units and 240 units of the  Waverly

project. Enough is enough.

Claude Flouty Foster city, CA 2015-04-28 if you keep building in foster city it will look like low income project, WE NEED

A SCHOOL

Anita Siu Foster City, CA 2015-04-28 I am signing this because we need to proceed cautiously with high density

building.  It put immense pressure on our school system.  The traffic on E.

Hillsdale is so bad that it is an entrance to Foster City I try to avoid.  More high

density residential units will bring more traffic in and out of Foster City during

rush hour and exacerbate an already bad situation.

Jenni De Leon Foster City, CA 2015-04-28 Increased traffic congestion and quality of life (what attracts people, residents,

and visitors to the uniqueness to Foster City).

Stacy Vollert San Mateo, CA 2015-04-28 I live in San Mateo Village. I have seen the traffic in FC grow exponentially in

the past 2-3 years.

Win Reis San Mateo, CA 2015-04-28 Needs to be a plan to SIGNIFICANTLY improve infrastructure before any more

projects are considered.  Look at the impact of Bay Meadows development that

isn't even done yet!

william d. shaw San Mateo, CA 2015-04-28 we are already over crowded and we

do not need more traffic.

gladys ruiz foster city, CA 2015-04-29 To prevent negative consequences of an overcrowded city

Shirley Yen San Mateo, CA 2015-04-29 I'm against this new proposal of changing the approved plans to now 50

additional housing. We are overcrowded and should wait until all current

construction has completed and evaluate before approving more housing.

Marlene Wasson San Mateo, CA 2015-04-29 I have strong concerns about continued building in Foster City. Overcrowded

schools and traffic congestion is my greatest concern. I also think the new

building will detract from the FC lifestyle which includes green space.

Pat Celaya San Mateo, CA 2015-04-30 I am against any further building in Foster City

Vineet Mathur 2015-04-30 I want Foster City to be a place to live with good infrastructure and less crime.

And I want to live here for long!

Ray Seewer San Mateo, CA 2015-04-30 We don't want anymore buildings in Foster City.

Joanna Seewer San Mateo, CA 2015-04-30 We don't want any more buildings in Foster City.

Cathleen Leonard San Mateo, CA 2015-04-30 Resident over over 50 years ..foster Foster city is losing the charm it has held

for the last 50 years due to overbuilding.

Sharon Bryan Foster City, CA 2015-05-01 Traffic, Water and Quality of Life issues.



Name Location Date Comment

Kevin Lim San Mateo, CA 2015-05-01 Caution is better than regret

Alan Brown Redwood City, CA 2015-05-02 I believe Foster City is already grown past what it was designed for in terms of

residents and commercial buildings

Grant Cherrington San Mateo, CA 2015-05-02 I am concerned about increased traffic and the impact on schools.

Yakov &Lyuda Lerner San Mateo, CA 2015-05-02 The city is now looks like a war zone- polluted and crowded. It is now pleasure

to walk the streets as it was 8-10 years ago.

amit saini San Mateo, CA 2015-05-02 We need to understand the impact of current construction before approving

new construction. Schools are already overcrowded and traffic is getting worse.

Lisa Chung Foster city, CA 2015-05-03 We oppose to this project.

Lisa, Shiun, Che I, Meiying

Maggie Huang San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 I'm sign ask for a breather on new housr approval

Crusoe Mao San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 I'm signing in asking for breather on new housing approval

Charles Zhi San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 I'm signing in asking for a breather on new housing approval . It s too crowned .

Wendy barnett San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 there's no room for any more people. There's too much traffic already.

Cynthia Wallace San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 Cynthia Wallace

Michele Phaler 2015-05-03 Please no more housing. Our schools are overcrowded already. Keep Foster

City what it is.

Najeeb Khan hyderabad, India 2015-05-03 Because I am a concerned citizen who loves Foster City.

Rina Escalante San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 I grew up in Foster City since the late '70's, and I just moved back. I've been

gone just over 10 years. I cannot Believe the Corporate greed that has taken

over my hometown! Not just that, but because it is already so crowded, I fear

for my life each day I have to cross the main intersections on E. Hillsdale... I

am a multi-stroke survivor, and one of my strokes left me legally blind. It's a

disgrace what this town has become, and you still want to shove more people

in here?!? Pretty soon, we're going to begin to have a murder rate too, I bet...

tsk tsk...

Sheriann Chaw San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 We moved to Foster City for the high quality schools.  Overcrowding schools

diminishes the administration and teachers ability to maintain the high quality.

In addition, more high density buildings takes away the charm of Foster City

that bright us here.

Katherine Murray San Mateo, CA 2015-05-03 There are already too many high density housing units, creating more and

more congestion for the schools, roads, especially getting in and out of Foster

City during commute time. The rents are not even affordable for those already

here needing housing.  It just encourages more expensive housing for

corporations to buy and rent to their employees.  It is just a huge money maker

for the developer and now corporations that are purchasing these units for their

employees to rent.  Corporations   have gotten into the housing market where

big profits can be made.  Stop the "Stack and Pack" building.  It hurts the

community in so many ways.

Susan Sterrett Foster City, CA 2015-05-04 I believe that this will cause increased traffic congestion, take away from the

charm of the city that brought us here in the first place. I work at an elementary

school here and we are already overcrowded. This was not theplan of the

founders to change Foster City into a big city. We want our city to remain as our

founders developed it in the first place. Where families can feel safe and enjoy

our beautiful community. Not to mention the impact it will have on our water

resources.



Name Location Date Comment

Laura Moraros Foster City, CA 2015-05-04 Foster City does not have the infrastructure to support additional high density

housing.

Sarah Hegarty San Mateo, CA 2015-05-04 Water shortage! And the schools are overcrowded as it is....students and

teachers deserve more compassion.

Randall Lee foster city, CA 2015-05-04 NO MORE HOUSING!  HOW ABOUT USING THAT SPACE FOR A HIGH

SCHOOL?

James Rawley Foster City, CA 2015-05-05 We'll be overcrowded, & paid have high amounts for property so as to be living

w/ some space from one another, NOT as they do in large cities.

V.M. VANDENBERG San Mateo, CA 2015-05-05 I'm tiered fighting traffic every morning

driving child to San Mateo school and pick up daily. sewer and water shortage,

over crowded markets, people getting rude/nasty, and impatient in parking

area's/grocery shops. Finish uncompleted construction, and lets see what we

got after all's settled in. we can then discuss or next step.

Carol Cala San Mateo, CA 2015-05-05 I am signing because I believe we do not need anymore high density housing

in Foster City.  There is way too much traffic as it is and our schools are over

crowded.  We need to ask ourselves what happened to our beautiful bedroom

community and slow down on all this building for the moment.

Luke Bi San Mateo, CA 2015-05-05 I want to save our city!

Joan Willey San Mateo, CA 2015-05-05 We wont have a beautiful community. You can't see the trees. We will be a big

city with a lot of cars.

Linda Davis Foster City, CA 2015-05-05 Schools are already impacted. Traffic congested.

Jim Traceski 2015-05-06 I'm signing because it's getting crowded in here

ling wang San Mateo, CA 2015-05-06 I am parents of three. I hate school being over crowded and overflow. I hate

traffic getting horrible in city. Quality of life is lowered.

Bernadette Hsing Foster City, CA 2015-05-06 I PLEAD WITH YOU STOP! the insanity of a few of you who have fallen into

the GREED TRAP that you have put all of our lives in peril having permitted the

construction in Foster City at a time we can least afford it!  PLEASE come back

to your senses and say NO MORE!  For those who continue to stand against

Foster City residents, we stand against you!  On the other hand, we as Foster

City residents will greatly applaud you and thank you forever for standing with

us in saying NO MORE! With this I encourage every Foster City resident to

show your gratefulness and appreciation for those who WILL CHOOSE to do

what is in the best interest of the community at large... the citizens of Foster

City.

danny gan foster city, CA 2015-05-06 I strongly oppose building more housing units in Foster City.  This small city is

already overcrowded due to recent uncontrolled housing unit increase.  The

schools, retails, public facilities, and environment can not support more

residents in this city.  No more housing development!


